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 [ 2019-08-25T22:09:49+00:00  ] Version 1.0.4 . License GNU General Public License . Description The Common Criteria
defines a framework for creating security assurance levels, and specifically uses Security Targeting Model (STM) for selecting
which requirements and key success factors to address for a given security objective. Security tools for InfoSec professionals

and information security analysts require a set of tools and techniques for searching, evaluating, and analyzing information
online. In addition, analysts face increasing competition from black hat hackers, who use web-based tools to search for and

exploit vulnerabilities. Some InfoSec tools rely on software such as antivirus software that alerts the user to potential problems.
However, the effectiveness of these tools is limited by their reliance on human-provided information, which can be misdirected,

under-represented, or erroneous. Tools should integrate with security systems to automate the manual processes of searching,
evaluating, and analyzing information online. Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) tools enable analysts to search the web for

information about targets. The analysis of online information can be a time consuming task, so analysts need a set of tools and
techniques to search and analyze online information. In this book, you will learn the techniques of online information search and

analyze. You will also learn how to search and analyze online content by means of open-source intelligence tools. Who This
Book Is For This book is for all persons who have a general interest in digital forensics, security, information assurance, and

information security tools. This book is for anyone who is interested in how to search and analyze online information for
purposes of intelligence gathering. What You Will Learn Learn how to use open-source intelligence (OSINT) tools to search and
analyze online information. Search and analyze online information using Microsoft Office, Excel, and Word to produce reports.

Analyze online information using Grep, Perl, and Python to produce reports. Search and analyze online information using
Google, Yahoo, and MSN to produce reports. Use one or more of the following programs to search and analyze online

information: Grep . grep -r -l -P Perl . perl -ne 'print if /\S/' Python . python -c "import re regex = re.compile(r'\w 82157476af
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